
Bullseye Scatter  

Final Final Instructions 
 

Privates - Out of Bounds 

Nothing personal! All codewords locations are in publicly accessible places. If you encounter a “Private” 

sign or apparently impenetrable barrier you are in the wrong place. 

Driving Standards 

You will use some narrow roads during the afternoon. Be polite and give way to other road users. 

Yesterday there were a lot of cyclists out. (BTW: deep water at 65869 50943 but passable in an MX5.) 

All search locations have a pull-off or layby close by. Park off-road and safely before you leave your car. 

Emergency Telephone Numbers: 

George Hendry: 07880 865511    Ray Crowther: 07411 318363 

Well, not for real emergencies, that’s 999; but if you have a Bullseye problem we can help with, text one of 

us first. (Phone reception in Great Bradley is not brilliant.) 

Codewords 

Don’t text to ask specifically where a codeword is hidden. Your documentation will guide you. All 

codewords were placed securely yesterday so they will be in the right place. Only a few are in a “sneaky” 

position. We haven’t cleared any nettles! 

Write the codewords as you see them on your Answer Card. Note that the double “words” at locations A1-

A16 are all anagrams of the word you will use. Record the anagrammed word for your find to be correct. 

Write all your answers clearly and capitalised. 

The Last Word 

If you complete the course, the last location you will visit is E2. The word at E2 is well hidden. If you find it, 

bring it to the finish to claim your bonus 20 points. If you can’t find it, perhaps someone has beaten you to 

it? Whatever, make sure you get back to the finish by 5pm. You’ll be about 5 minutes away at E2.  

Tie Deciding 

Ties will be decided by “furthest cleanest”. Positional preference given to crews who have completed the 

longest sequence of correct answers A1-A16, B1-B8 etc. 

Awards 

1st Overall – Thunderous Applause, a medal*, a cake. 

2nd Overall – Hip Hip Hooray, a medal*, a cake. 

3rd Overall – Heavy breathing, a medal* 

Special Award – Bully Dart Game 

* Presented to the crew’s nominated performer of the day: exemplary driver, accurate navigator, quick 

finder, supportive passenger, reliable car. 


